
BASIC RULES OF FOUR PART WRITING ARE SOPRANO

FOUR PART-WRITING. (SATB STYLE). â€¢ USE PROPER NOTATION. Notate the soprano on the treble clef staff with
stems up, the alto on the treble clef staff with.

Only two upper voices will move in opposite direction to the bass. Start with the bass notes first. In major
keys, when the Gr6 progresses to the tonic six-four, the P5 above the bass is spelled as a doubly augmented
4th to avoid chromatic spelling of resolution upward to the 3rd of the tonic. Typically, allow no more than a
sixth between the two. In the major-minor 7th chord, root in bass, the root is sometimes doubled and the 5th is
omitted. A Croatian klapa consists of four male parts, sometimes doubled, with the melody sung freely by a
middle voice. Chord Connection Move each voice the shortest distance possible. Because musical instruments
typically have a wider range than a human voice, any instrument in each section of a band or orchestra is
usually able to play any of the four parts, although the first part often has higher notes or faster notes that only
a more experienced musician can play well. When you see how music composition developed over time, you
get a profound appreciation of how it evolved to fit the needs and purposes of its time. When approaching or
leaving the iio6, make voice-leading stepwise whenever possible, and avoid melodic tritones. However, due to
most musical instruments covering more pitches than a typical human voice, a quartet might play some
harmonies with very high notes or very low notes, rather than using the limited range of choral music. Parallel
thirds and sixths are always good, just as in two-part modal writing. Voice Ranges Keep the top three voices
within an octave of each other. When the three upper voices Soprano, Alto and Tenor are within the span of
one octave, they are in what is called Close position. Approach and leave any nonharmonic tone according to
the definition of the NH tone being used. Resolve the tritone root to 5th inward if a d5, and outward if an A4,
whenever possible. Doubling All four-note chords need to double one note from the triad. Thus the tritone is
only represented by one voice, and the more stable third is represented by two. The bass voice may range
freely. In addition, learning how composers of the past wrote their music opens it up for analysis and further
learning. Nondominant 7th Chords Resolve the 7th of nondominant seventh chords one diatonic scale degree
down to the 3rd of the next chord in circle progressions. Doubling Voices The other basic princple of four part
writing concerns the distribution of three pitches across a four-voice texture. Comparing good and bad spacing
between the soprano and alto voices. Thinking about why the composer chose to do things in one way or
another provides composition lessons that no book or course can teach us!


